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Abstract

Additive manufacturing played a keyrole in investigating the precision of a recently-developed device that measures the

elastic characteristics of the trabecular bone by simulating the application of loads on a virtual biopsy obtained from

radiographic images of the proximal epiphyses in the patient’s hand fingers. The simulation results are combined in a

Bone Structure Index (BSI), which has shown to be able to detect trabecular bone alterations due to osteoporosis or

other pathological situations. In order to obtain a large number of measurements without having voluntary patients

undergo unnecessary radiations, the precision assessment tests were carried out on a 3D-printed phantom hand, in

which different mimicked trabecular structures (chips) were inserted. Each mimicked bone had a unique internal struc-

ture and density and was 3D-printed using radiopaque composite materials. Fifteen different chips were additively

manufactured; 20 measurements were performed on each chip. BSI and BSI_T-score precision values were computed

according to ISO 5725 and ISCD standards. For all the chips, no relationship was found between the mean mj and

standard deviation sj of the measurements in each chip. The range of the 95% confidence interval (CI) was computed

assuming the repeatability standard deviation sr as the known standard deviation of the measurement method (average

of sj values): CIBSI ¼ �8:14, corresponding to CITscore ¼ �0:36. Least Significant Change was evaluated as well:

LSCBSI ¼ 13:1, corresponding to LSCTscore ¼ 0:58. The 95% confidence intervals are small when compared to the

commonly-accepted diagnostic values, where a patient is classified as osteoporotic if T-score<�2.5, non-

osteoporotic if T-score> -1 and osteopoenic if -2.5<T-score< -1. The LSC results are in line with the requirements

for the gold-standard osteoporosis diagnostic systems. Additive manufacturing made it possible to avoid irradiation of

humans in this precision assessment.
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Introduction

Diagnosis of fragility fracture risk is usually based on

Bone Mineral Density (BMD). The gold standard

for BMD measurements is Dual Energy X-ray

Absorptiometry (DEXA). However, it has been

widely reported that BMD is not always sufficient

as a single diagnostic method for fracture risk assess-

ment, as it does not take into account the architectur-

al elasticity (or quality) of the trabecular

arrangement, which explains up to 40% of the

bone’s overall load-bearing capability.1–4 In fact,

studies have shown a significant overlap in BMD

between fractured and healthy subjects.5–9

Moreover, there are several cases in which an increase

in fracture risk can be observed despite an increase in

BMD, for example in individuals with type 2 diabetes,

rheumatoid arthritis or lumbar disk degeneration.10–12

Algorithms such as FRAXTM, DeFRATM and
QFractureTM have been developed to recognize indi-
vidual fracture risk based on risk factors such as age,
gender, prior fractures, family history, lifestyle, as
well as BMD T-score when available.13–17 These algo-
rithms have been adopted as prescribability criteria
for medical treatment, but they are not diagnosis or
monitoring tools.18 Alternative quantitative imaging
methods include trabecular bone score (TBS),
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quantitative ultrasound (QUS), computed tomogra-
phy (CT), high-resolution (HR) MRI, positron
emission tomography (PET): their employment in
supporting clinical decisions is currently field of
research.19–24

The Bone Elastic Structure Test (BES TESTTM) is
a recently-developed technique for the evaluation of
the elastic characteristics of trabecular bone through
numerical simulations consisting in the application of
loads on a virtual biopsy of the patient, obtained
from radiographic images of the proximal epiphyses
in the patient’s hand fingers. These radiograms are
obtained by means of a handheld portable X-ray
system coupled with a digital sensor: this procedure
is simple and the amount of ionizing radiations both
to the patient and to the operator is exceptionally
low. The BES TESTTM results in an index, the Bone
Structure Index (BSI), that summarizes the elastic
behavior and, therefore, the load-bearing capability
of the trabecular part of the bone. A thorough
description of this method is beyond the scope of
this paper; details can be found in literature.25–35

By directly evaluating the bone’s response to loads,
BES TESTTM has shown the potential for represent-
ing an effective exam for the early diagnosis of path-
ological alterations of the bone micro-
architecture.28,30,31 BES TESTTM monitors exclusive-
ly the trabecular bone, which changes much more
rapidly than cortical bone and than BMD in response
to physio-pathological alterations. Moreover, BES
TESTTM is fast, easy to perform, cost-effective and
does not require the patient to undergo any specific
preparation. For these reasons, BES TESTTM can be
repeated regularly and at short time intervals to close-
ly monitor the patient’s condition over time. Pilot
studies have shown that the integration of BMD
and BES TESTTM can represent an effective solution
for the assessment of the overall bone fracture risk
and patient follow-up.

This work aims at quantifying the precision of BES
TESTTM under repeatability conditions (described in
the following section), to evaluate the consistency of
this measuring method and its internal variability.
The ISO 5725 norm was followed36–38 and the range
of the 95% Confidence Interval (CI) was calculated.39

The Least Significant Change (LSC) between two suc-
cessive measurements was also evaluated, following
the guidelines recommended by the International
Society for Clinical Densitometry (ISCD), which
can be applied to any sort of measurement.40–42

In order to collect a large amount of data without
having patients undergo unnecessary radiation, the
tests for this study were performed on a 3D-printed
phantom hand, inside which various radiopaque chips
were inserted. Different combinations of Fused
Deposition Modelling (FDM) and Stereolitography
(SLA) technologies were used in this applicatiom to
mimic different trabecular bone structures, as detailed
in the following section for each chip type. The great

popularity of FDM is mostly due to its low cost,

which compensates for its dimensional inaccuracies,

mainly caused by heat warping and incomplete adhe-

sion of the filament layers. Fused Deposition

Modeling by a Builder Premium MediumTM 3D

printer was used in the A and D type chips.43–45

Stereolithography is becoming a very interesting

alternative to FDM as it produces parts with a greater

overall dimensional accuracy and a better surface

finish, albeit at a somehow higher cost; a

FormlabsTM Form 2TM SLA printer was used for

the production of both the phantom hand and type

A, B, C and D chips.46–48

Methods

Phantom hand and chip design

An open right-hand 3D model meeting the character-

istics of the average BES TESTTM patient was

obtained from an oline CAD sharing platform49

and was further edited on BlenderTM 3D graphic soft-

ware. A slot was carved in the proximal phalanges of

the index finger, where different mimicked bone

structures (chips) were inserted. The phantom hand

was then 3D printed in a FormlabsTM SLA 3D print-

er using Clear V4TM transparent resin; this material

has a radiopacity similar to that of human soft tissue,

making it particularly suitable for this application.

Due to material cost and availability, only the actu-

ally radiographed volume was printed: from

the knuckle to the middle interphalangeal crease of

the index finger (Figure 1).
In a preliminary phase, aimed at finding the best

manufacturing methods and parameters for the mim-

icked chips, 48 chips were additively manufactured,

and 1080 acquisitions were performed. Finally,

15 chips were 3D printed for the repeatability assess-

ment. All chips are 32� 29mm (length�width),

while their height differs from type to type. The

chips can be classified as belonging to one of four

types, Table 1.
Type-A chips. A rectangular 2-mm-thick structure

was SLA 3D-printed using Clear V4TM resin and a

0.3-mm-deep bone-shaped engraving was carved on

one face. The mimicked bones were 3D-printed

using FMD technology with ColorFabbTM

BronzeFillTM: a composite material made of bronze

particles (35% v/v) in a Poly-Lactic Acid (PLA)

matrix. BronzeFillTM is highly radiopaque, therefore

0.2 mm of thickness produced an image with similar

chromatic contrast to a standard 15-mm-thick bone.

The FDM layer height was fixed to 0.1 mm, while

infill density and pattern were adjusted to obtain dif-

ferent internal structures, and therefore different BSI

values. The main drawback of this technique was

the limited geometrical complexity achievable by the

FDM 3D printer on such small parts. Since the
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height-to-width ratio is very small, type-A chips are
essentially 2-dimensional (Figure 2).

Type-B chips. These chips were made entirely by
SLA with a layer height of 25 mm, making the most
out of the extremely high geometrical resolution of
this 3D-printing technology. The starting point was
a greytone image of a bone, be it a radiograph on a
real patient or any similar artificial image. This was
interpreted as a linear height field using a 3D graphic
software and subtracted to the plain 2-mm-thick rect-
angular chip, so that brighter portions resulted in
deeper engravings and viceversa. Once 3D-printed,
this chip type acts as a mould for a radiopaque filling:
the BronzeFillTM raw material was chosen for this
purpose. The bronze particle size is sufficiently
small (10-30 mm) when compared to the printing res-
olution (50-100 mm) to guarantee an adequate image
detail. When a type-B chip is radiographed, areas
with a deeper engraving (i.e. thicker radiopaque
infill) result in brighter areas on the image, and vice-
versa. With this method, any greytone or b/w bone
image can be reproduced, as well as any shape, be it
geometrical or organic. The main limitation of
this procedure is again the printing resolution: this
becomes an issue particularly when working with
shades of gray, while for black-or-white images it
proves more detailed and reproducible than type-A
(Figure 3).

Type-C chips. Three type-B chips were piled up to
form a type-C chip (Figure 4). These have an overall
thickness of 6 mm (3� 2mm) and a more complex
structure that can be fully considered 3-dimensional.
In this case, the infill geometry was chosen among the
simplified trabecular models used for the method val-
idation in Cosmi.32

Type-D chips. These fully 3D chips were created
using both FDM and SLA. The base was a

6-mm-thick resin chip with a bone-shaped slot.

A BronzeFillTM bone contour was FDM 3D-printed

and then inserted in the resin. The free central volume

was filled with copper wire (0.25 mm diameter), which

was randomly laid out in all three directions of space.

The result mimics the organic 3D structure of trabec-

ular bone (Figure 5). Different densities and layouts

of the copper wires lead to different BSI values.

BES TESTTM technique

One full BES TESTTM analysis consists of three

acquisitions of radiographic images (AP projection)

of the proximal epiphysis in the index, middle and

ring finger of the non-dominant hand. These images

are obtained with a handheld portable X-ray system

coupled with a digital sensor (acquisition parameters:

KVP 60, exposure 0.17 s).50 While the trained opera-

tor acquires the images on the patient’s open hand,

the patient is reasonably still. The radiation source is

positioned on the back of the hand, while the sensor is

held on the palm and aligned with the radiation beam

(Figure 6).
The radiographic images are then uploaded to the

BES TESTTM website, where they are processed and

analysed on the cloud. The analysis of each image can

be divided into two main steps.

• Definition of the Region Of Interest (ROI): a ded-

icated algorithm identifies the portion of the image

that will be analysed.
• Mechanical simulation: using a Cell Method

numerical model of the ROI, the apparent elastic

moduli along different directions are calculated.

These results are then summarized in an adimen-

sional index – the Bone Structure Index (BSI) –

which represents the load-bearing capability of

Table 1. Number of 3D printed chips in each category.

Type A Type B Type C Type D Total (q)

Number of chips 5 4 2 4 15

3D printing technology FDMþSLA SLA SLA LA

Figure 1. Phantom hand design. Left: CAD drawing, 3D-printed portion highlighted. Right: 3D-printed phantom.
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the structure reconstructed from the analysed tra-
becular region. Details can be found in
literature.26,27,51,52

The BSI values can be then converted into a
T-score, commonly adopted also for BMD
measurements

Tscore ¼ BSI � l
r

(1)

Where l and r are – respectively – the mean and

standard deviation BSI of the young population.

These values have been obtained in a previous

study.39 By definition, T-score is an adimensional

quantity. In analogy with the common practice in

BMD measurements, diagnosis is based on T-score

values. The adopted thresholds are the same used

for BMD: a T-score >�1 indicates no risk of bone

disease, a T-score <�2.5 suggests full-blown

Figure 2. Type-A chips. Left: CAD drawing. Center: 3D printed chip. Right: radiogram.

Figure 3. Type-B chips. (a) Starting image; (b) CAD drawing; (c) 3D printed chip; (d) radiogram.

Figure 4. Type-C chips. Left: CAD drawing. Center: 3D printed chip. Right: radiogram.

Figure 5. Type-D chips. Left: CAD drawing. Center: 3D printed chip and copper wiring. Right: radiogram.
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pathological conditions, while if �2.5<T-score<�1

the patient is considered worth of monitoring for fur-

ther assessment.

Design of experiments

All replicate measurements were performed under

repeatability conditions, as defined by the

International Vocabulary of Metrology, that is: repli-

cate measurements on the same or similar objects over

a short period of time, using the same measurement

procedure, the same operator, the same measuring

system, the same operating conditions and the same

location.53 Therefore, as explicitly recommended by

the norm, there was no repositioning between succes-

sive acquisitions on the same chip. All tests were per-

formed at a private radiological centre, by a single

specifically-trained operator.
The 3D-printed hand was placed on a support, in

the approximate position of the patient’s hand during

a BES TESTTM acquisition. The RX source was held

in contact with the table for greater stability; the

operator was standing.
On each chip, 20 acquisitions were performed, for

a total of 300 radiographs. The BSI value was

recorded for each acquisition and the method’s over-

all repeatability standard deviation sr was calculated

following ISO 5725 – Accuracy (trueness and preci-

sion) of measurement methods and results.36 Once ver-

ified that the results for each chip follow a normal

distribution, the 95% confidence interval was

calculated.

Precision assessment: Results and

discussion

95% confidence interval

BSI values for each acquisition are reported in

Figure 7. Mean and standard deviation were calculat-

ed for each of the q ¼ 15 chips (or levels). There

appears to be no evident relationship between the

mean and the variance throughout the levels,

therefore the repeatability standard deviation sr is

given by the mean of the standard deviations for

each level

sr ¼
Pq

j¼1 sj

q
(2)

Table 2 shows the mean and mean standard devi-

ation for each chip type, as well as the overall mean

and sr throughout all 15 levels.
Ten different normality tests were performed for

each level, including Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test

and its modifications, Shapiro-Wilk, Cramer-Von

Mises, Shapiro-Francia and other less popular

ones.54 Results of the tests per chip are reported in

Table 3 and confirm the normality assumption. The

following formula can be applied to calculate the 95%

confidence interval for each chip, remembering that

each BES TESTTM analysis is made of three averaged

acquisitions and that

CIBSI ¼ 2� 1:96
srffiffiffi
n

p (3)

where CIBSI is the range of the 95% confidence inter-

val computed from BSI values and n¼ 3 is the

number of repeated measurements.

Least significant change

The Least Significant Change (LSC) is often consid-

ered when repeated measurements are performed on

the same person at (relatively) large time intervals,

with the intent to monitor the evolution of a certain

disease and its response to therapy. This concept is

widely used in BMD measurements and can be

applied also to BSI. The LSC is defined as the least

amount of change between two measurements over

time that must be exceeded before a change can be

considered true (with 95% confidence). If the abso-

lute difference is less than the LSC, this is most likely

due to the internal variability of the measuring

method and is not an index of real biological change.

Figure 6. BES TESTTM procedure on a real patient. Left: radiographic acquisition. Right: acquired radiographic image to be analysed.
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The LSC for the BES TESTTM procedure was eval-

uated following the ISCD guidelines applied to the

phantom patients. The ISCD recommends calculating

the LSC with triplicate measurements on at least 15

patients. Thanks to the large number of available

measurements in this study, the LSC was evaluated

using all the 20 repeated measurements for each chip:

this sample is larger than required, thus has an even

greater statistical reliability. Since a complete BES

TESTTM analysis consists of n ¼ 3 averaged acquis-

itions, the calculated LSC is divided by
ffiffiffi
n

p ¼ ffiffiffi
3

p
.

This is equivalent to grouping the acquisitions in trip-

lets and performing the LSC calculations on their

average.

The Root Mean Squared Standard Deviation
(RMS SD) among the q ¼ 15 chips is calculated as

RMS SD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPq

j¼1 ðSDjÞ2
q

s
(4)

where SD is the standard deviation of the 20
repeated measurements for each chip. The LSC is
obtained as

LSCBSI ¼ 1:96� ffiffiffi
2

p � RMS SDffiffiffi
n

p (5)

Figure 7. Test results for each chip. Error bars: mean� std. dev. Right y-axis: BSI results converted to T-score.

Table 2. Mean BSI and mean standard deviation for each chip type.

Type A Type B Type C Type D Overall

Mean 381 261 131 230 275

Mean variance 7.47 7.37 5.33 7.75 7.19

Table 3. Results for the normality tests on each chip. 1¼ passed; 0¼ not passed (p¼ 0.05).

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 B1 B2 B3 B4 C1 C2 D1 D2 D4 D5

KS Limiting Form 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

KS Stephens Mod. 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1

KS Marsiglia 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

KS Lilliefors Mod. 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1

Anderson–Darling 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Cramer–Von Mises 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Shapiro–Wilk 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Shapiro–Francia 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

Jarque–Bera 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

D’Agostino–Pearson 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

Total ( /10) 8 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 8 10 10 8 10
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Where again n ¼ 3 is the number of repeated meas-

urements of a complete BES TESTTM exam.
Both the CI and the LSC were calculated in BSI

units and converted to T-score units; Table 4 summa-

rizes the results.

Discussion

Although BES TESTTM and DEXA do not measure

the same quantity, in order to interpret the obtained

results and to understand the order of magnitude of

the calculated variability, it may be useful to compare

the standard precision of common state-of-the-art

DEXA setups with that of the recently-developed

BES TESTTM. The LSC will be used as reference,

but it must be converted to adimensional T-score

units in order to perform this comparison.
BMD readings on a patient can vary quite consid-

erably depending on the scanned area (lumbar spine,

total hip, femoral neck), on the machine model used

and the radio-technologist’s skill; DEXA systems are

required to guarantee an overall relative precision

error (PEBMD,rel) on repeated measurements of

1.9�2.5% depending on the scanned area.55 To con-

vert this to T-score, let us consider the average pop-

ulation BMD for Caucasian women, age <35 years,

as reported in the NHANES database.54,56–58

lBMD ¼ 0:94 g=cm3 (6)

The required precision error (PE) can be expressed

in absolute terms by multiplying the relative precision

error (PEBMD,rel) by the average BMD

PEBMD ¼ PEBMD;rel � lBMD�0:017�0:023 g=cm3

(7)

This corresponds to a maximum acceptable LSC of

LSCBMD ¼ PEBMD � 2:77 � 0:050�0:065 g=cm3

(8)

Assuming a typical population variance rBMD �
0.12 g/cm3, again as reported in the NHANES data-

base, the LSC can be expressed in terms of T-score

LSCBMD; Tscore ¼ LSCBMD

rBMD
�0:4�0:6 (9)

This value can be compared to the LSC for BES

TESTTM, which was evaluated at 0.58T-score: there-

fore, in the same range as that of a gold-standard test

for the diagnosis of bone diseases. This is an excellent

result considering the low cost and low radiation dose

associated with BES TESTTM technology.
Finally, Figure 8 shows the results of the BES

TESTTM analyses on six patients who for various

reasons had the BES TESTTM performed twice. The

error bars indicate the previously calculated confi-

dence intervals. Different colors represent different

areas of risk in relation to the accepted threshold

values. All duplicate results lie within the expected

confidence interval, thus confirming the validity of

the results obtained on the 3D-printed chips.

Conclusions

The precision assessment carried out in this work was

performed on a 3D-printed phantom hand, in which

different 3D printed mimicked trabecular structures

Figure 8. Duplicate BES TESTTM measurements on six real patients. Error bars: expected CI.

Table 4. CI and LSC obtained from the BES TESTTM

measurements on the chips.

CIBSI CITscore LSCBSI LSCTscore

16.3 0.73 13.1 0.58

COSMI et al. 7
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(chips) were inserted. Each mimicked bone had a

unique internal structure and density and was 3D-

printed using radiopaque composite materials. This

allowed to perform a large number of repeated

acquisitions without exposing patients to extra doses

of ionizing radiation, thus gaining a solid understand-

ing of the consistency of repeated BSI measures with-

out an increased radiation risk.
Although the internal structure of the mimicked

bones has the same radiographic characteristics of

that of bone tissue, the correspondence of these

results with those of similar tests performed on real

patients is yet to be investigated. The next step will be

to evaluate the variability under reproducibility con-

ditions, i.e. same measurand, same methodology, but

different operator and location.
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